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Non-linear free vibrations of a simply supported rectangular elastic plate are examined, 
by using stress equations of free flexural motions of plates with moderately large amplitudes 
derived by Herrmann. A modal expansion is used for the normal displacement that satisfies 
the boundary conditions exactly, but the in-plane displacements are satisfied approximately 
by an averaging technique. Galerkin technique is used to reduce the problem to a system of 
coupled non-linear ordinary differential equations for the modal amplitudes. These non- 
linear differential equations are solved for arbitrary initial conditions by using the multiple- 
time-scaling technique. Explicit values of the coefficients that appear in the forementioned 
Galerkin system of equations are given, in terms of non-dimensional parameters character- 
izing the plate geometry and material properties, for a four-mode case, for which results for 
specific initial conditions are presented. A comparison of the results with those obtained 
in previous studies of the problem is presented. In addition, effects of prescribed edge 
loadings are examined for the four-mode case. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Non-linear effects have long been recognized to play an important role in determining the 
stability and response of thin plates and shells. Chu and Herrmann [l] first presented an 
analysis for flat plates, where they also demonstrated the consistency of neglecting in-plane 
inertia terms in the study of non-linear vibrations of a plate. The approach used by Chu and 
Herrmann was to convert the stress equations of motion first derived by Herrmann [2] to 
displacement equations of motion, neglect the in-plane inertias, choose single mode shapes 
for the displacements w (normal) and for u and 0 (in-plane) which satisfy the boundary 
conditions and the u and v equations of motion identically, and solve theremainingequation, 
neglecting the effects of all but the lowest modes, for period as a function of amplitude. 

The purpose of this paper is to present a solution to the stress equations of motion derived 
by Herrmann [2] with in-plane inertias neglected for a general n-mode case for w, and also to 
study the effects of prescribed stress resultants along the edges. In this solution, a stress 
function is assumed which identically satisfies the II and D equations of motion, but which 
cannot satisfy exactly the boundary conditions on u and u. Therefore these boundary con- 
ditions are satisfied in an average sense, which has been shown to be a satisfactory approxima- 
tion for a plate by Bolotin [3], Fralich [4], and Dowel1 [5]. 

2. BASIC EQUATIONS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The stress equations of free flexural motions of rectangular elastic plates with moderately 
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large amplitudes are shown by Herrmann [2] to be (a list of notation is given in Appendix II) 

aNX aN,, a2U 

ax+ 
-=pk$ 

aY 

If the inertia in the plane of the plate is neglected, the first two of equations (1) can be satisfied 
identically by the definition of an in-plane stress function F, such that 

N, = a2 F/ay2, N, = a2 F/a?, N,, = -a2 Flax ay. (2) 
Substituting expressions (2) into the third of equations (1) and writing the moments M,, M,, 
and M,, in terms of displacements, for an elastic, isotropic plate, one has : 

a2Fa2 w a2Fa2 w a2F a+ azw 
-- 

+ayZ~+~ay2 2 --=ph=. 
ax ay ax ay (3) 

The second equation which needs to be satisfied is obtained from compatibility of in-plane 
strains. Together with equation (3), modified to include applied edge loadings, this provides 
two equations in the two unknowns, w and F: 

a4 w 
-D 

s+2 

a2 w 2 
--=phf$, 
ax ay 

WI 

a4F a4F a4F 

TP2 
-tdll=Eh[&$-$$]. 
a2 ay2 

W 

It is assumed that the plate is simply supported, and thus, the boundary conditions on the 
normal displacements are, 

atx=O,a, w = a2 w/ax2 = 0, 

aty=O,b, w = a2 w/ay2 = 0. (5) 
Following Bolotin [3], Fralich [4], and Dowel1 [5], one can satisfy the in-plane displacements 
on the average : 

6 (I ss ; dx dy = j [~(a, y) - ~(0, y)l dy = 0, 

00 0 

a baa 

ss 00 
&dydx= j&x$)-v(x,O)]dx=O, 

0 

(64 

(6b) 

ob 

J_f N,, dy dx = 0. (W 

The first two of these state that theoil-plane displacements “on the average” are zero at 
x = 0, a and y = 0, b respectively and the last that the average shear is zero. 
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By using the non-dimensional variables, 

5 = xla, v = y/a, w = w/h, 6 = h/a, r = a/b, F= F/D, 

N; = (a”/ D) Nz , Ni = (a’/D) Nl , N& = (a’/0 KY, T = t [ D/pha4]“2, (7) 

the equations (4) and (5) can be written in non-dimensional form as 

a4 G a4 * ads a9 a2Fa9 a2Fa2+3 
-+2- 

av a2fi 

at4 ap aq2 a14 
+-+g=y1+7y-2-- 

all at at all at all at al7 
+ 

+N”a2” / N2@_2N” a2* 
c ap v aq2 tqag’ 

a4F a4F a4F 
-+2 
at4 

with the boundary conditions and additional definitions, 

att=O,l, e=a+/ap=o 
atv=O,l, fl = a2 +iyaq2 = 0, 

1/r 1 

ss a2i 
,,d< drl = o, 

00 
1 1/r 

ss 

at; 
-dqd{=O, 
aq 00 

1 1/r 

( a2 F/all’) = (a’/ D)N,, 

(3 F/at2) = (a’/D) N,, 

(a2 F/at arl) = (a’/ D) N:,. 

A modal expansion for ii can be assumed as 

W(& q, z) = 22 A,,(r) sin rnlr< sin nnrq. 
mn 

(84 

@b) 
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m 
Pg) 

W-4 

(10) 

By substituting equation (10) into the right-hand side of equation (8b), one can solve for F 
completely as, 

F=F,,+F,, (11) 

where subscripts h and p denote “homogeneous” and “particular”, respectively. 
It can be shown easily that, 

FP = 2 12 C A,, -L&&, cos (m - i) xl cos (n -j) 7crq 
i J nl ” 

+b ‘, mn cos (m + i) 7~5 cos (n + j) 7rrq 

+ cij mn cos (m - i) nl; cos (n + j) rcrq 

+ d,,, cos (m + i) 7~5 cos (n -j) rrrq], (124 
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3(1 - v2)r2(mnij- m’.j”) 

((m - i)’ + r’(n - j)z)2 ’ 
ifm#i,orn#j, 

a ljmn = I 0, ifm=iandn=j, 

bu,, = 
3( 1 - v”) r2(mnij - m2 j’) 

((m + i)’ + r’(n + j)‘)’ ’ 

3( 1 - v”) r2(mnij + m2 j’) 
c 
b” = ((m -i)’ + r’(n + j)2)2 ’ 

d 
3(1 - v2)r2(mnij+ m2j2) 

fjmn = 
’ ((m + i)’ + r’(n -j)‘)’ 

For the homogeneous part, keeping in mind the “average” in-plane displacement boundary 
conditions, one can assume a simple function, as 

where N,, NY and N,, are physically the in-plane restraint stresses generated at the edges of 
the plate, due to the prevention of the in-plane displacements on the “average”. By substituting 
for F from equation (11) in equation (9f) and using boundary conditions (9c-e), it easily can 
be shown that 

Rx = 5 7r2 2 2 Ai, (m’ + vn’ r’), (134 

N,, = f x2 i i Ai,,(n’ r2 + vm’), (13b) 

&=&k S,mnAuA,,, (134 f j m n 
where 

S Wa,,, + bU ,,,nn + cum” + 4,,,1 if (m + i) and (n +.j) are odd, 
Umn = 

( 0 if (m + i) or (n +.j) is even. 

Once the functions Fh and Fp are solved for, as in equations (12a) and (12b)-( 13c), respect- 
ively, one can substitute for the total F and for the assumed displacement function L? as given 
in equation (lo), into equation @a), to obtain a single non-linear differential equation in time 
for the variables A,,. From this equation, by using the Gale&in technique and weighting in 
turn by each of the functions sinmrc~sinmrr~, where n = 1,2 . . . N, m = 1,2 . . . M, and integrat- 
ing over the plate midsurface, a system of M x N ordinary, coupled non-linear differential 
equations in time can be obtained for the unknowns, A,,: 

d2qi 
dz” + 1 Ku 9j + 2 2 2 Lijki 9.i qkql = 0 fori-1,2...Mx N, 

J I kr 
where, for added convenience, the variables have been redefined as 
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Explicit values of the coefficients K,, and L,,,, are given in Appendix I in terms of the non- 
dimensional parameters defined as equations (7). It can be shown that equation (14a) is 
correct to order (q)5 in the principal non-linear terms, because of inherent assumptions in the 
plate equations (1). 

3. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
3.1. APPLICATION OF SOLUTION TECHNIQUE 

One can rewrite equation (14a) in matrix form as 

(15) 

By finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the linear part of equation (15), equation (15) 
can be written in terms of normal co-ordinates such that the linear part of equation (15) is 
uncoupled, as 

where gr are the normal co-ordinates and are related linearly to q1 as 

{QJ = [Ml,lhL (16W 
and similarly & is related to K,, as 

&I = D&, lPfi,l, 
and E,,,, is related to L lfkl by substitution of co-ordinates from equation (I 6b) into the third 
term of equation (16) and suitable rearrangement of products. Equation (16) now can be 
rewritten in the form, 

d’4~/d~2+~~lii+~~~L,~~~,C~~=~ fori=1.2...MxN. (17) 

The system of equations (I 7) now can be solved for any given initial conditions of the type 

q1 = El/’ ai, d&/dr = &l/2 /II at 7 = 0, (18) 
where E is an arbitrarily small parameter that defines the amplitudes of the initial conditions. 
Correspondingly, one can define, for the solution of equation (17) that 

q,(2) = &“24JT). (19) 
Upon substituting equation (19) into it, equation (17) can be reduced to 

(20) 

Equations of the previous type can be solved by using the perturbation method of multiple- 
time-scales which is discussed for single-degree-of-freedom systems by Kevorkian [6] and 
Nayfeh [7]. 

One can define multiple-time-scales TV, TV, . . . etc., accordingly as 

Tm = (E)"T. (21) 

One now can assume that there exists a uniformly valid asymptotic solution for qi of the form 

qf = ? p 41m(~0,T1,...~m)+ O[P+l], (22) 
m=O 

where qil, are now functions of the independent time scales TV, TV, . . ., etc. From equation (21) 
it can be seen that 

d/dt = x &m a/aT,, d2/dT2 = 11 &m&n a'/aT, aT,. (23) m m n 
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Substitutmg for d2/drZ and C& from equations (23) and (22), respectively, into equation (20), 
and identifying terms multiplied by equal powers of s, one can obtain the following system of 
equations : 

The boundary conditions, equation (18), likewise can be transformed as 
qio = c(l ; gi 1 = q*2 = * - * = 0 for r, = O_ 

GO 
-= 

aTo 
pi, 3$+ !g =o, f!g + fg + g!z = 0, etc.+ for r, = 0. 

1 0 2 1 0 

3.2. SOLUTION FOR THE ZEROTH-ORDER SYSTEM 

Equation (24) has the general solution 

Bio = Ai(ri, Z2, . . .) eARfQ + AT(r,, T2, . . .) e--lR~ro, 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 
where 1= a, AI is a complex quantity that is a function of the time scales rl, TV, . . . etc. 
and AT is the complex conjugate of Ai. Ai and AT can be determined from the initial conditions 
(26) and (27). 

3.3. SOLUTION FOR THE FIRST-ORDER SYSTEM 

After substituting for qio from equation (28), the first-order system, equation (25) can now 
be written as 

+ A, A: 1 4, e~(nj-*k+*I)ro +A: AkA* e-~(*I-~k+*l)ro + 
1 

+ A, A,Afe*(*j+*k-*f)b +A?AtA, e-A(*l+Rk-Rl)ro], (29) 

In solving equation (29), the terms on the right-hand side which vary with frequency G!* 
must be suppressed; otherwise, these would lead to spurious resonance in the solution and 
hence would destroy its uniformity. Thus, by grouping terms on the right-hand side which 
vary with frequency CC!,, equation (29) can be written as 

will 
-aF+O:q,,=- zyr,A,A: e*nf70 + 

0 n 

- A: 2 Y,, A,, A: eeARl% + 2 PreLRrTo + 1 P: e--lRVro. (30) 
n r r 

In the foregoing, 52, stands for the combinations 

Q, = +_a, & & +_ Ql (31) 

such that Q, # s2i. The explicit expressions for P, are lengthy and hence are not recorded here. 
After some manipulation, the coefficients yn associated with terms varying with frequency Qt 
in equation (30) can be shown to be 

Yn = 3Liiii for n = i, 7” = 2(L - lnin + Lll + L”) for n # i. (32) 
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Spurious resonance in the solution of equation (30) can be eliminated by setting 

123 

2152,8A,/i3~, + Ai 2 yn A, A; = 0. (33) n 
The system of equations (33) can be solved easily by letting 

A, = $i eAei, (34) 
where $i is a real quantity. Substituting equation (34) into equation (33) and separating the 
real and imaginary parts, one obtains 

a*,laz, =o and aeJaT1 = (I /2Qi) Z. Yn 42. (35) n 
From the first of equations (35) one can write 

$i = $ibZ, z3,. . . zm) 

and hence, from the second of equations (35), 

0, = (l/2&) [; Y. G]Tl + 40(~,~ 739. . . %I). 

By using equations (36) and (37), equation (34) can be written as 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

where 
J*(Q, T3,. . .T,) = $i(~2,~3,...Tm)exp [j.(Iio(z2,z3,. . . T,)]. 

Finally, one now can solve equation (30) as 
(39) 

Qrl = BI(rl,rZ, ...qJe”*‘*” + B:(T~,z~,...~~)~-~*~~O + 2 (PreARrro + P:e-Amco)/(Qf - Sz:), 
I 

(40) 
where Bi and BT are determined from the initial conditions 

Qi1 = 0, Jq,,/&, = - @io/&] for rm = 0. (41) 

By using equations (19), (21), (22), (28), (38) and (40), the solution for &(r), correct to the 
order s312, can be written as 

= $12 
[ 
Aie"R'T + A"E+.~--"~+ 

i 
] + &3/2[BieARtr + BTe-AQfr + 

+ (P, eARIT + P: e-*R+)/(Qf - Qf)] + O[E~/~], (42) 

where Ai(ZZ, TV,. . . T,) and Bi(z 1, T L,. . . q,,) are determined from initial conditions (26), (27) 
and (41), and where 

d, = Q,[l + (&/2Q$ 1 y” J_ ‘XX]. (43) n 
Equation (42) indicates that, because of the non-linear coupling between the modes, even 

though the initial conditions correspond only to a single mode, other modes also would be 
excited. Further, it can be seen that if the principal response of the excited mode is of order 
0(C2), the other modes are excited to order O(E~‘~). Equation (43), on the other hand, indicates 
the effect of coupling between modes on the frequencies of natural oscillations of each mode. 
The nature of the non-linearity (whether hard-spring type or soft-spring type) depends on 
whether the quantity xn y,&A3: is positive or negative. From equation (32), it can be seen 
that yn depends on the non-linearity coefficients L,j,,. From Appendix I, it can be seen that 
each of these coefficients depends on the non-dimensional properties of the plate as well as the 
mode numbers under consideration. Specific examples to illustrate this follow. 
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4. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION 

For purposes of illustration we will retain only the first four modes for 8,: i.e., G = 
xi=, xzE1 q,sinmnt;sinnnr~, where 

For comparison with other authors, we will look at the case of no applied edge loadings 
first. 

Consider the plate excited in the first mode with the initial conditions, 

*1(5, rl, r) = 0, a*,/& = ~~~~ bl 52, sin nt sin Irrq at r = 0, (44) 
where Q, is the linear natural frequency of the first mode. The corresponding initial conditions 
for the generalized co-ordinates are 

g* = 0 (i = 1,2, . . .), %w’ = Ql Bl, agipo = 0 (i = 2,3,. . .) at T = 0. (45) 

From equations (28) and (38), the zeroth-order solution, with initial conditions (45), can 
be written as 

q10 = /.I1 sin 52”, 7, &0 = 0, k > 0, (46) 
where 

8, = Q,[l + .$:~~/8s2:]. (47) 

From Appendix I and equation (32), it can be seen that 

a, = 7c2(1 + r2) (48) 
and 

Yl = 3hlll = 3n4[#(l - v2)(1 + r4) + :(l + 2vr2 + r’)]. (49 

From equation (49) it is evident that y1 is always positive and hence the non-linear frequency 
always increases with amplitude, as indicated by equation (47). This result agrees with that 

01 I.0 1.2 I.6 

i&/n, 

Figure 1. First mode. Comparison of present results with the results obtained by Chu and Hemnann in 
reference [l]. -, Present results; --, Chu and Herrmaxin; Nt = Ni = 0. 
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found by Chu and Herrmann [l], and is plotted in Figure 1 for 6 = 0.01, v = 0.3. Also, the 
first-order solution qiil as given by equation (40), and initial conditions (41), can be found as 

Q1l=(fiz,/sZ1)[sB1 -38:L,,,,/4(52:-9a:>]sin&,z+ EB:L,,11/4(sz:-98:)]sin3B,z (5Oa) 
and 

s”il = (38: W4521) L11M8 - 6:) - L,J(Q: - 9@)1 sin Qr T - [3P~eilll/4(52~ - fi31 x 

xsinfil~+ [/?:t,,,,/4(Q: -98:)]sin32i,r for i# 1. (5Ob) 
Thus, from equations (42), (46), (50a) and (50b), the response of the plate subjected to initial 

conditions (44) is given by 

G(& I], T) = P /I1 sin s’i, ‘5 sin 7~5 sin rcrq + c3/’ i, &il sin rn7cr sin nxrq, (51) 

where qi is defined in terms of A,, in equation (14b). 
It can be seen from equations (50a, b) that corresponding to an initial condition in the 

first mode of order (.P), the response consists of the first mode with amplitude O(J?) the 
frequency d, and the other modes excited with amplitudes of order 0(&3/Z) because of the 
third-order non-linear terms present in the equation of motion. Equations (50a, b) also 
indicate the presence of superharmonics of order 3 in the response. 

As a second example, consider the plate excited initially in the second mode: i.e., 

@(<, rl, T) = 0, ab?/aT = E~/~/II~ sin7rrsin 27crq at T = 0. (52) 
By following the same procedure, the zeroth-order solution can be written as 

where 
g20 = j12 sin 0, T and CEO = (1, 

with 
fi, = a,[ 1 + E/I: y,/SsZ:] 

and 
Q2 = n’( 1 + 4r2) 

Y2= 3L222. 

It can be shown from Appendix I that 
yz = 37r4[9(1 - ?)(I + 16r*)]. 

The ratio of k&‘,ls2, is plotted in Figure 2(a). 

if 2, (53) 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(0) (b) 
0 I I I 

I.0 I.5 2-O 2.5 I.3 31 5.0 7.0 

i&/i& ii&l.4 

Figure 2. Effects of aspect ratio. (a) Second mode; (b) fourth mode. N,” = Ng = 0. 

As a third example, consider the plate excited in the fourth mode: i.e., 

EC<, tl, 7) = 0, a@/aT =&'J2~4Sin2~(Sin2nrtj at T = 0. (58) 
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Again by following the same procedure, the zeroth-order solution can be written as 

qaO = PI sin 22,~ and 8iO = 09 i# 4, (59) 
where 

ii, = Q,[ 1 + $2 y4/852:] (60) 
with 

Q4 = 4x2( 1 + r”) (61) 
and 

y4=3L 4444 = 1 87r4( 1 - v”)( 1 + r”). (62) 

The ratio of &/s2, is plotted in Figure 2(b). 

5. EFFECTS OF APPLIED EDGE LOADINGS 

The effects of applied edge loadings on the non-linear frequency response of the plate are 
now examined for the same three examples given in previous paragraphs by equations (44), 
(52) and (58). For simplicity, N& is taken to be zero, while N,” and N,; are varied as fractions 
of their respective unidirectional buckling loads. 

From Appendix I and equation (17), it can be seen that the inclusion of non-zero applied 
edge loadings N,” and N: affects only Szi. It easily can be shown then that the solutions of the 
examples with non-zero applied edge loadings N,” and N; will be identical to those with zero 
applied edge loadings, as given in the previous section in equations (46)-(47), (49)-(51), 
(53)-(54), (56), (60), and (62), except for the following changes in 52,: 

Q1 = [x4(1 + r2)2 + d(Ng + r* N$]“*, (63) 
Sz, = [n4(1 + 4r2)* + n2(N; + 4r2 Ng)] “*, (64) 

Q4 = [x4(4 + 4r2)2 + 7r2(4Nf + 4r2 Nt)]“‘. (65) 
The non-linear frequencies for the first mode are plotted in Figures 3(a) and (b). It can be 

seen that negative (compressive) edge loadings produce a softening effect on the non-linear 
frequency, as one expects, for amplitude ratios less than one. However, as the amplitude 
ratio becomes greater than one, Figures 3(a) and (b) show that negative edge loadings begin 
to produce a hardening effect on the non-linear frequency, a result not consistent with 
experiment. This result shows that the present analysis, which includes only third-order 
non-linearities, is not valid for amplitude ratios larger than one. Thus, to accurately study 
the non-linear frequency for amplitude ratios larger than one, fifth-order non-linearities must 
be included in the analysis. 

Figure 3. First mode. Effects of applied edge loadings. (a) r = 1.0; N; = 0; -, N$ = 0; ---, Nz = -0.5 
(4nZ); ---, N; = +0.5 (4~9. (b) r = 0.5; N; = 0; -, Nt = 0; ---, N; = -0.5 (~~(1.25)‘); ---, 
Ne” = +0.5 (~~(1.25)~). 
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A general n-mode solution for moderately large amplitude vibrations of flat plates with 
initial stresses has been presented. In-plane intertias have been neglected and boundary 
conditions on the in-plane displacements have been satisfied in an average sense. 

With no initial stresses, good agreement was shown with the results obtained by Chu and 
Herrmann [I] for the first mode. As in the first mode case, non-linearities have a hardening 
effect on the higher modes: i.e., frequency increases with amplitude. 

Finally, it has been shown that for amplitude ratios less than one, the inclusion of negative 
applied edge loadings produces a softening effect on the non-linear frequencies and the 
inclusion of positive applied edge loadings produces a hardening effect, a result consistent 
with experiment. For amplitude ratios greater than one, however, the effects begin to reverse 
themselves, indicating that fifth-order non-linearities must be included in the analysis to 
accurately study the non-linear frequencies for amplitude ratios greater than one. 
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APPENDIX I 

The coefficients of the Galerkin system of equations (14a) are given here in terms of the 
non-dimensional properties of the beam, as defined in the text. It should be noted that in the 
following, i is related to 111 and n by equation (14b) ; similarly, j, k, and I are related to a and b, 
c and d, and e andf, respectively, in the same manner. 

K,, = (m’ + n2 r”) x4 + (m’ N; + n2 r2 N;) rt2 + 2N,“,, carbrnn (66) 
where 

c 0 ( 

16abmn when a + m and b + n are odd, 
l&nn = 

otherwise, 

L ilkI = 2Cbcdefmn - Cinbcdefmn - Lbcdefmn + 6,,6bd(j=~~f"3~~[m~(a~ + vb2r2) 

+ n2 r2(b2 r2 + va’)] - 2Sabrdefmn, (67) 
where 

l/r 1 
a.bcdefmn= 7T 

4 3 2 
r e 

Jr . [aabcd(d- 6) 2cos(c-a)Irtcos(d-b)m-q+ 

+ b&Id; + b)2 cos (c + a) n< cos (d + b) xrq + 

+ G&d + b)2 cos (C - a) nt cos (d + b) ?rrq + 

+ d,,,,(d - b)2 cos (c + a) 7~5 cos (d - b) xrq] x 
x sin en5 sinfrcrq sin rnnr sin nnrq dt dq, 
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l/r 1 

&lbcdefmn = n4 r”f = 
J-I 

[U,,,d(C - a)2 cos (c - a) x5 cos (d - b) 7q + 
0 0 

+ brrbcd(c + a)’ cos (c + u) 115 cos (d + b) 7rrtj + 
+ c,,,,(c - ay cos (c - a) IF5 cos (d + b) nrq + 

+ da&C + uy cos (c + a) 7r< cos (d - b) 7Crql x 
x sin en5 sinfxrq sin rnrr< sin mrrq dt dq, 

l/r 1 

c abedefmn = iPr3ef II [u&&c - u)(d - b) sin (c - a) z[ sin (d - b) xrq + 
0 0 

+ b&&c + a)(d + b) sin (c + a) x< sin (d + b) ?q + 
+ c&d(c - a)(d + b) sin (c - a) 715 sin (d + b) mj + 
+ do&c + a)(d - 6) sin (c + a) mf sin (d - b) mf] x 

x cos ertt cos fnrq sin rnlrt sin nw-q d5 dq, 

S abcdefmn = -&bcd Ce/mn~ 

3(1 

I 

- v’) r2(ubcd - b2 c’) 

((c - u)’ + r2(d - b)2)2 
whena#corb#d, 

a 
rrbed = 

0 when a = c and b = d, 

b 
3(1 - v’) i2(ubcd - b2 c2) 

@bcd = ((c + u)~ + r2(d + b)2)2 ’ 

3( 1 - v’) r2(ubcd -+ bZ c’) 3(1 - v2)r2(ubcd + b2 c’) 
C ab=d = (cc _ u)2 + r2(d + b)2)2 ’ dabcd = ((c + a)’ + r2(d - b)2)2 ’ 

s 4r@hbcd + b&d + &bcd + dabcd) when a + c and d + b are odd, 
obcd = 0 otherwise. 

x, Y 
Z 

u, v 
W 

h 
a, b 

i+ 
fi 
5 
FG 
c 
z 

E, : 

iY 
r 

APPENDIX II : NOTAlTON 

in-plane co-ordinates 
normal co-ordinate 
in-plane displacement 
normal displacement 
thickness of plate 
length and width of plate, respectively 
w/h 
ula 
via 
w/a 
xla 
Y/a 
hIa 
a/b 
Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio 
density 
Eh3/12(1 - v’) 
t(D/phd)‘/2 non-dimensional time 



NON-LINEAR VIBRATIONS OF A FLAT PLATE 

F stress function 
F F/D 

Nx, Nn Nw in-plane stress resultants 
29x9 I%, lox, (Nx, N,, Nx,W/D) 
N:, N:, N& applied stress resultants 

N$ NfZ(aZ/D) 
N: N:(a2/D) 

NO N&(a2/D) 
AlI non-dimensional modal amplitudes, also redefined as q,, q2, q3, etc. 
Q1 linear frequency 

E a small parameter that characterizes the amplitudes of initial conditions on q1 
5, multiple time scales 
^ qim component of qr multiplied by E 
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